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2 Executive Summary 
A low cost aerial survey system has been proposed to reduce Transpower's exposure to 
vegetation risk and to make cost savings of up to $500k p.a. to the $1 OM per annum vegetation 
management budget. The system would predict the growth of individual trees and would guide 
work schedulers to plan work more efficiently. 

Transfield Services (now Broadspectrum) and Fraser Rhind (independent consultants) have 
both raised concerns with current vegetation inspection practices and have stated that 
Transpower has poor visibility of their vegetation risk. They also noted that human inspectors 
are prone to missing problem trees, and that ground access issues impede an inspector's 
ability to assess vegetation clearance in some areas. These flaws leave Transpower wearing 
the risk of unidentified or mis-measured vegetation. 

The proposed system would address these concerns, reducing the risk of vegetation related 
incidents and thereby improving Grid reliability. 

Project Purpose: 

The purpose of this project was: 

• To determine the feasibility and appropriateness of an aerial survey system; 

• To establish the most cost effective method for gathering improved vegetation data; 

• To establish the potential benefit to be derived from such a system and to make a 
costed go-no go recommendation. 

Findings: 

Surveys can be completed for an estimated $100 - 150 per km total cost (roughly 10% of the 
cost of Transpower's engineering grade surveys). 

A system architecture was developed and a pilot study was planned. This pilot will be carried 
out in March -April 2016. The results of this pilot study will confirm which technologies will be 
accepted in tender submissions for large scale vegetation survey contracts. 

When planning surveys, Transpower can either choose to inspect lines with the goal of 
maximising profit, or they can choose to inspect lines with the goal of reducing risk. The 
expected outcomes of each scenario are described in the table below: 

Table 1: Summary of potential benefits to Transpower depending on the goal of surveys 

Goal 
Maximise profit 

Maximise 
reliability/ 
minimise risk 

Expected outcome 
Best case: 7000km surveyed with estimated profit of $500k p.a. on 
costs of $500k 
Worst case: 1000km surveyed with estimated profit of $100k p.a. 
on costs of $100k 
Best case: 10,000km surveyed with estimated profit of $400k p.a. 
on costs of $750k 
Worst case: 4,000km of highest priority lines surveyed (cost 
neutral) on costs of $300k 
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This system will significantly improve Transpower's visibility of vegetation risk, and of the 
effectiveness of current vegetation management practices. It will provide access to actionable 
information to better inform vegetation management strategy. 

Conclusions: 

• The system is technically feasible. 
• The system is economically viable. 
• Some regions are attractive candidates for aerial survey while others will not be 

suitable. 

Table 2: Aerial Survey Recommendations 

Recommendation Discussion 
Undertake Pilot in Cost: $50k-60k 
March - April Desk research alone cannot determine suitable technologies. 

Additional field trials are required and have been organised as 
part of this project. The result will be a definitive list of 
technologies that will be accepted in tenders for large scale 
survey work. 

Rollout in Nl3 Cost: $45k - 60k per annum ($90k-120k every second year) 
maintenance service Early rollout should focus on one service region and one service 
region provider to allow data management systems to mature and to 

explore the impact of the system on landowner negotiations. 
Nl3's dense vegetation and rough terrain make this region very 
attractive for aerial survey. 

Consider combining If aerial survey is going to be completed, then it may be 
with maintenance economically viable to complete maintenance patrols from the 
patrols from helicopter same helicopter. This is common practice overseas and could 

lead to cost savings when helicopters are already going to be 
deployed. 

Consider UAVs for It is expected that the short range of UAVs will make them 
quality assurance of unsuitable for large scale work. They may be suitable for more 
recent vegetation work targeted roles such as quality assurance on recent trimming 

work in hard to access areas . 

Table 3: General Vegetation Management Recommendations 

Recommendation Discussion 
Begin undertaking Current incident analysis simply states "inadequate vegetation 
root cause analysis. management" as the cause of faults relating to vegetation. This 

analysis should continue with the goal of identifying the part of 
the vegetation management system that failed and allowed the 
fault to occur. 

Determine method that Transpower stands to make significant cost savings if they can 
allows landowners to identify methods that allow landowners to treat vegetation on 
safely undertake their property. These methods must not put the public at risk and 
repeat work must reserve Transpower's right to intervene if the vegetation is 

not being managed safely or sufficiently. A suggestion of one 
such method is made in section 12.2.2. 
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This investigation was unable to determine if vegetation 
management costs are included in lifecycle costing of 
transmission lines. If it is not, then this should be considered as 
an improvement to the lifecycle costing method. 
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LiDAR 

Growth 
Limit Zone 
(GLZ) 
Max Sag 

Max Swing 

Tree 
Regulations 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft System. 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. 
Light Detection and Ranging: a technology similar to RADAR that uses 
scanning laser beams to record 30 environments. 
Growth Limit Zone, the distance at which vegetation comes close enough 
to pose a hazard to the power system as defined in the Tree 
Regulations. 
When ambient temperatures and electrical load acting on conductors are 
at maximum. This causes metal in the conductors to expand, lowering the 
conductor lower to its minimum operating height above ground. 
When the conductor is experiencing the maximum wind speed expected in 
the area causing it to blow out to its maximum lateral position 
perpendicular to its centreline. 
Electricity (Hazards from Trees) Regulations 2003. Available: 
http:/ /www. legislation.govt. nz/reg ulation/pu bli c/2003/037 5/latest/D LM2334 
OS.html 

4 Reference Documents 
Fraser Rhind 
Reports 

Transfield Services 
Recommendations 

Utilising RPAS on 
the Transpower 
Network 

Fraser Rh ind review of Transpower's service providers' vegetation 
management processes conducted between September and 
December 2015 
File location: Draft reports held by Tim Ireland 
Recommendations made by Transfield Services (service provider) in 
April 2015 to improve Transpower's vegetation management. 
File location: http://tp-
h ub. transpower. co. nz/activity/pm 18/MaintenancePractices/Other ref 
docs.zip 
A document created as a part of this investigation that describes 
Transpower's requirements on service providers using RPAS on 
Transpower's network. 
File Location: http://tp-
hub.transpower.co . nz/activity/gm 72/ Ad min istration/Utilising%20RPAS 
%20on%20the%20Transpower%20Network.pdf 
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5 Introduction 

5.1 Background 
Transpower is a state owned enterprise with a regulated monopoly on electrical power 
transmission around New Zealand. Transpower owns and operates nearly 12,000 km of 
transmission lines that are used to transport electricity from generation centres, to load centres 
such as towns, cities, and large industrial customers. 

Among their other maintenance responsibilities, Transpower must identify and treat vegetation 
that poses a risk of growing or falling into lines. Current methods of vegetation inspection have 
been identified as inefficient and often ineffective in a recent review by independent 
consultants Fraser Rhind.1 These findings were corroborated by maintenance service provider 
Transfield Services (now rebranded as Broadspectrum) in a recently drafted 
recommendations document.2 

5.2 Purpose and Scope of Investigation 
It has been proposed that Transpower's vegetation management might be improved by 
undertaking low cost aerial surveys of lines. It was predicted that if detailed 3 dimensional 
models of the vegetation around transmission lines were created using surveyed data annually 
or every second year, then as well as identifying trees that are an immediate threat, growth 
models could be built on a tree by tree basis. This information could then be used to schedule 
work in such a way as to reduce costs and risk from vegetation. 

The purpose of this project was: 

• To determine the feasibility and appropriateness of such a system; 
• To establish the most cost effective method for gathering improved vegetation data; 
• To establish the potential benefit to be derived from such a system and to make a 

costed go-no go recommendation. 

The scope of this project was: 

• To investigate technologies available for aerial survey; 
• To explore and develop processing methods; 
• To perform a cost benefit analysis of the proposed system; 
• To develop a pilot study to verify findings; and 

• To recommend a future course of action. 

1 Draft reports held by Tim Ireland 
2 http://tp-hub.transpower.co. nz/activity/pm 18/MaintenancePractices/Other°/o20ref%20docs.zip 
(intranet) 
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5.3 Structure and use of this report 
This report will discuss a recommended plan for future development and present a justification 
for this plan. This justification is supported in part by direct financial gains, and in part by new 
initiatives that are enabled by gathering 30 special data around lines. 

Vegetation management 
concerns provide context 

• 
Current practices discussed 

and flaws identified 

• 
Proposed system is 

presented 

• 
Potential cost saving 

mechanisms discussed 

• 
Cost benefit analysis 

presented 

• 
Recommendations presented, 

including recommendation 

The report begins by introducing the technical, legal 
and social concerns around vegetation management. 
This background information is essential to 
understanding the context and constraints under 
which the system will operate. 

It then examines current vegetation management 
practices with a particular focus on areas for 
improvement as identified in the Fraser Rhind reports 
and Transfield Services' recommendations document. 

The proposed system is then presented. This 
description includes both technical aspects of the 
system and the interpersonal aspects that are 
required to translate the data gathered into benefits 
for landowners and for Transpower . 

The report then discusses cost drivers for vegetation 
management and how the proposed system is 
expected to impact on these drivers. 

A cost-benefit analysis is then presented to provide a 
justification for the system. This includes expected 
system costs, quantifiable financial benefits, and 
benefits that are likely to have cost and reliability 
improvements for Transpower but are difficult to 

Figure 1: Summary of report structure and 
contents quantify. 

Finally, recommendations are presented. These recommendations include next steps for this 
project as well as observations and recommendations for improving vegetation management 
practices in general. 
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6 Considerations for Vegetation Management 

6.1 Technical Considerations 
Vegetation that poses a threat to Transpower's lines can be categorised as either: 

• Grow in vegetation; or 

• Fall in vegetation. 

Grow in vegetation that has grown too close 
to lines runs the risk of causing electrical 
flashover which may start fires . This 
vegetation is also closer than the distance 
that people can safely come to transmission 
lines, complicating treatment options. Fall in 
vegetation sits to the side of the transmission 
corridor and is of a height where it may fall in 
to lines. This carries the risk of both electrical 
damage and mechanical damage to lines. 
These scenarios are illustrated in 2. 

Clearances to vegetation must be measured 
with consideration for how a line moves in 
wind and under different temperatures. Wind 
and temperature effects can change line 

+ ••••• ... . •······,: 
a 

a 
position by several meters in longer spans. 

Figure 2: Acceptable (left) and unacceptable (right) 
This demonstrates how vital it is to consider locations for grow In (top) and fall In (bottom) 
these changes when assessing vegetation . vegetation 

6.2 Legal Considerations 
Transpower has a legal obligation to manage the hazards posed by vegetation under the Tree 
Regulations3. Under these regulations , Transpower must ensure that all vegetation is kept 
outside of the Growth Limit Zone. Transpower has the legal right to maintain a one metre 
buffer around the GLZ. Any vegetation outside of this zone may be treated by negotiation 
with the tree owner. 

When vegetation first encroaches on the Growth Limit Zone, a landowner is entitled to one 
treatment at Transpower's expense. Following this first trim, it is the landowner's responsibility 
to manage vegetation away from transmission lines. 

6.3 Social Considerations 
Transpower will offer to remove the vegetation, thereby removing all future cost associated 
with managing that vegetation. If the landowner does not wish to have the vegetation removed, 
then the law states that it is their responsibility to manage vegetation away from transmission 
lines. 

3 Available: http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2003/0375/latest/DLM233405.html 
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Transpower is concerned that leaving landowners responsible for vegetation (as per the Tree 
Regulations) may put members of the public at risk of electrocution. Landowners or arborists 
who are not experienced in working near high voltage transmission lines may place 
themselves in danger while trimming vegetation away from lines. In addition, there is also the 
risk that a landowner will fail to adequately manage that vegetation, putting the network and 
themselves at risk. Because of these concerns, Transpower has a policy of voluntarily 
managing repeat vegetation work at Transpower's own cost rather than leaving it the 
landowner's responsibility and risking harm to members of the public. 

In addition, Transpower considers the trimming defined in Tree Regulations to be insufficient 
for effective management of vegetation related risk. The regulations only prescribe the 
trimming of vegetation that has already grown close to the Growth Limit Zone. It is therefore 
necessary to negotiate with landowners as to what further work may be undertaken to manage 
fall -in threats and vegetation that is approaching the Growth Limit Zone but may still be some 
distance away. 

Negotiations with landowners must be undertaken delicately as Transpower has an ongoing 
relationship with all landowners. Angering a landowner in a negotiation is likely to impact on 
Transpower's ability to access assets on that landowner's property in future. There has 
therefore been a relatively light handed approach to negotiations. This represents a trade-off 
that Transpower must make; cost effective vegetation management versus the future ability 
to carry out work on a landowner's property. 

6.4 Regulatory Considerations for RPAS in Vegetation Management 
This investigation considered a number of potential technologies including Remotely Piloted 
Aircraft Systems (RPAS). Also known as drones, or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), these 
aircraft are an emerging technology with significant potential for future applications. 

As an emerging technology that operates in a regulated space (aviation), the regulations 
governing the use of RPAS are not yet mature and are likely to be impacted by public 
sentiment. 

Transpower has adopted a strategy of defending their ability to explore future applications. To 
do this they must demonstrate to regulators, to the public, and to other airspace users that 
they are responsible users of RPAS. 

To achieve this goal, this investigation developed the "Utilising RPAS on the Transpower 
Network" guiding principles for service providers. These guidelines describe Transpower's 
expectations of service providers who are planning RPAS operations near Transpower's 
network and should be used in the upcoming pilot study. These are attached in Appendix F 
and are available on the Hub4. 

Summary: 

The technical, social and regulatory considerations described above define the constraints on 
the vegetation management system and provide context for the decisions that Transpower 

4 http://tp-hub. trans power. co. nz/activity/gm 72/Adm in istration/F orms/Default.aspx (i ntranet) 
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has made in regards to vegetation management. The next section goes on to describe 
Transpower's current practices in vegetation management with a focus on areas that need to 
be improved. 
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7 Current Vegetation Management Practices 

7.1 Maintenance Service Providers 
Transpower divides New Zealand into service regions which are each managed by a regional 
maintenance service provider. Among their other maintenance duties, these regional service 
providers are required to: 

1. Undertake routine maintenance inspections that include the identification of vegetation 
defects; 

2. Determine the scope of work to treat each vegetation defect; 
3. Prioritise and schedule work; and 
4. Ensure the completion of the work. 

Each work order is invoiced individually to Transpower after the job is approved by a 
Transpower Service Delivery Manager and has been completed. Although the specific working 
practices vary from service provider to service provider, a general summary of service provider 
procedures is described below: 

7.1.1 Routine Patrol 
Service providers send patrollers under lines once annually to check for vegetation and other 
maintenance related defects. These patrols are either undertaken in one full time block lasting 
6 months with 6 months off, or part time over 12 months. 

Measurement 
Patrollers drive or walk under lines where possible and take measurements using laser range 
finders, insulated telepoles, clinometers etc. to measure the position of a point on vegetation 
relative to the current conductor position. In some cases these points are then fed into an 
algorithm along with weather data to determine whether the vegetation will encroach under 
max sag or max swing conditions. In other cases, service providers do not model this and 
simply use clearance from measured wire position. In cases where access is not possible and 
measurement is difficult, patrollers will obtain visual line of sight and make estimates of 
clearance by eye. 

Recording 
Measurements and estimates are recorded either on paper or in an electronic asset 
management platform. In some cases, the information is used to produce growth models to 
aid in works scheduling. As a general rule, Transpower does not have access to these records 
except in cases where it is specifically requested. 

Identification 
Some service providers identify defective vegetation using GPS coordinates; others identify 
the defect by providing a distance down line from a structure and a distance perpendicular to 
the centreline. 

7.1.2 Works Scoping 
Each span that has an identified defect is then visited by a works planner to verify that the 
defect is genuine and to scope work. This visit is used to estimate treatment cost and to 
establish urgency. 

9 February 201 6 v0 .06 Page 6 
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7.1.3 Scheduling, Approval, and Job Pack Creation 
Jobs are then scheduled and sent to Transpower for approval. Upon approval, detailed work 
planning is undertaken, landowners are contacted, and the vegetation defect is treated. 

7.2 Potential Improvements 

7.2.1 Fraser Rhind Reviews of Service Provider Procedures 
Recent reviews by consultants Fraser Rhind 5 have identified a number of areas for 
improvement in each service provider's vegetation management processes. 

Among the points that they noted, they had particular concern that service providers were: 

• Using 'as measured' conductor position instead of max sag and max swing adjusted 
conductor positions to calculate clearances; 

• Overusing clearance estimates instead of taking measurements; 
• Using estimated heights to feed into growth models and relying on the resulting 

(inaccurate) results between inspections; 
• Using inaccurate, and inefficient outdated measurement equipment; 
• Recording defects in such a way as to make it difficult to assess how effectively work 

is being scheduled and completed ; 

• Using ineffective measurement techniques, including pure visual estimates in areas 
that are difficult to access by foot or that have dense vegetation. 

7.2.2 Transfield Services Suggestions 
In addition to the issues raised by Fraser Rhind , Transfield Services (now rebranded to 
Broadspectrum) who are holders of a number of regional maintenance contracts recently 
submitted a draft report detailing their recommendations for vegetation management 
improvements6

. 

Of major concern is their observation that human patrollers often miss problem trees and that 
growth prediction methods are demonstrably inaccurate but are still being relied on between 
annual patrols. They recommend undertaking a second dedicated vegetation patrol to ensure 
all vegetation is inspected twice per year to reduce the risk of missed trees causing outages. 

The problem areas that they identified which are most applicable to this investigation are that: 

• Tree inspections are piecemeal and lack efficiency; 
• Current data systems restrict Transpower's ability to adopt a proactive vegetation 

management approach; and that 
• Budget restrictions are constraining the development and implementation of necessary 

improvements; 

They noted that the current approach to tree management can be described as "reactive" . 
Trees are cut as and when they become a threat to lines. The approach does not allow for 

5 Draft reports held by Tim Ireland 
6 http://tp-hub. trans power. co. nz/activity/pm 18/MaintenancePractices/Other%20ref%20docs.zip 
(intranet) 
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efficient scheduling and makes no meaningful attempt to manage down the population of 
trees. 

They suggested the introduction of improved vegetation data systems which can model tree 
growth and proactively flag up likely problem locations before trees grow to within reach of the 
conductor. While it is acknowledged that this is a desirable outcome, it is not believed that the 
suggestion will achieve the desired outcome. Fraser Rhind raised numerous concerns with 
the accuracy of measurement techniques and how often measurements are being replaced 
with estimates. If these inaccurate measurements are being used as input to the growth model, 
then the outputs are likely to be spurious. Without an improved data gathering system this 
suggestion will still leave Transpower wearing the risk of unknown vegetation encroaching on 
lines. 

Summary: 

The concerns raised by both the Fraser Rhind, and Transfield Services reports have identified 
areas for improvement in Transpower's vegetation inspection and scheduling practices. 
Alongside efforts to improve current methods, Transpower has the opportunity to explore 
innovative new solutions that address the issues raised in the reports and will provide new 
capabilities and further improvements. The next section describes one such system. 

9 February 201 6 v0.06 Page 8 
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8 Low Cost Aerial Survey System Overview 
Transpower currently undertakes high precision LiDAR surveys of transmission assets for 
engineering analysis. These surveys cost $1 .BM in 2015 amounting to ~$1 ,300 per km 
surveyed. Surveys for vegetation management can be completed at a significantly lower cost 
as they do not require the same precision, meteorological data capture, or level of processing . 
It is proposed that undertaking regular low cost aerial survey for vegetation will: 

• Lower Transpower's risk from vegetation by reliably identifying encroaching vegetation 
using a method that is not prone to human error or access issues in the way that current 
methods are; and 

• Allow for proactive maintenance scheduling using forecasts of growth based on 
reliable and complete data. This will allow for better scheduled work to reduce the 
number of repeat work orders, thereby reducing cost. 

An aerial survey system will produce 3D models such as the one pictured below in Figure 3. 
By regularly capturing these models it is possible to observe the growth of individual trees and 
to develop an automated process that predicts tree growth based on these observations. This 
will allow planners to scope each work order to not only treat trees that are currently 
encroaching, but also any trees that are predicted to encroach in coming years. 

Figure 3: An example of LIDAR data captured over a transmission corridor. 

NOTE: Tree growth is highly variable over 1-2 years but tends to have a reasonably 
consistent 3-year average7. As such, any predictions of tree height in 1-2 years' time are 
likely to be spurious. Predictions at 3 years are expected to be reliable. This means that 
growth predictions of this type cannot be used to justify deferring work or decreasing 
ground survey frequency. 

7 Hopkinson, C., Chasmer, L., & Hall, R. J. (2008). The uncertainty in conifer plantation growth prediction 
from multi-temporal lidar datasets. Remote Sensing of Environment, 112(3), 1168-1180. 
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8.1 System Design 
The proposed survey system requires three distinct phases to translate the gathered data into 
benefits to Transpower: 

Table 4: Summary of high level system concept 

Capture • A line is flown and remote sensors generate a 3D point cloud. 
Processing • Points are classified as lines, vegetation, or ground. 

• Current vegetation defects are identified. 
• Growth models are used to identify future vegetation defects. 

Presentation • This information is transformed into a form that is useable by works 
schedulers, maintenance crews, and landowner liaison officers. 

Figure 4 below illustrates the proposed system configuration . The data capture and processing 
phases are technically oriented, while the data presentation phase represents the "soft" part 
of the system that translates the survey outputs into cost and risk benefits. 

Data Caoture 
Fly Over Line - (external) r 

Plan Mission 
(external with TP & 

approval) Measure world 
~ (LiDAR / 
r 

Photogrammetry) 
(external) 

Data Processing 
Data Storage 

• (internal) 
Detect Current 

Classify Data and Future 
4 (external) - J, • Violations -

Predict Growth 
(internal) 

• (internal) -
Data Presentation 

Add Information Negotiate with 
to Database I Scope Work Landowners and 

• - ( service provider) -
Mapping Tool r r Schedule Work 

(internal) (service provider) 

Figure 4: High level functional flow block diagram describing system configuration 
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8.1.1 Data capture 

NOTE: All RPAS operations must be undertaken in accordance with the Utilising RPAS 
on the Transpower Network guiding principles that were developed as a part of this 
project. These are attached in Appendix F and available on the hub. Thorough mission 
planning is essential to the successful achievement of Transpower's strategy to defend 
their abil ity to develop future UAV operations as discussed in Section 6.4 above. 

Capturing data requires both a sensor, and a vehicle. A detailed options analysis for each of 
these is included in Appendix A. Based on this analysis; a shortlist of technologies was 
developed. All technologies in this shortlist are to be tested in an upcoming pilot study that 
was developed as part of this investigation. 

Analysis indicates that fixed wing RPAS is nearing the capabilities required , but the time, cost, 
and landowner liaison associated with relocating launch and landing sites make helicopter 
surveys more attractive. If this finding holds after the pilot study, then data capture should be 
fully outsourced . There are a number of service providers available locally who have provided 
indicative costs of $40-80 per km for this activity. 

Capture Schedule 

Research in the forestry sector has found growth models based on LiDAR change detection 
are accurate to within 10% error when predicting 3 years ahead. When predicting one year 
ahead this error was found to be 100%. It was also found that surveying more frequently than 
once in three years provided no benefit as fluctuating weather patterns dominated growth 
trends8

• Note: This study examined red pine plantations and the results are being generalised 
here in the absence of more generalised research. 

To account for New Zealand's different growing conditions it is recommended that Transpower 
undertake flights once every two years giving a schedule as described in Figure 5 below. 
Immediately following the second flight (in year 2) predictions may be made as to where 
vegetation will encroach in year 4 and Transpower can begin predictive maintenance. As the 
system matures, the repeat interval may be adjusted to suit the particular conditions observed 
in New Zealand . 

., Year 0 
Flight 1 

Figure 5: Recommended flight schedule 

• Year2 
Flight 2 - Year4 

Prediction 1 

Flight 3 

8 Hopkinson, C., Chasmer, L., & Hall, R. J. (2008). The uncertainty in conifer plantation growth prediction 
from multi-temporal lidar datasets. Remote Sensing of Environment, 112(3), 1168-1180. 
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Data Specification 

Desk research and discussion with forestry LiDAR users / operators determined the data 
specification described in Table 5 below. The co-ordinate system is specified to match 
Transpower's existing LIDAR library. 

Table 5: Recommended data specification (to be validated as part of pilot study) 

Parameter 
Pulse Density 
Point Accuracy 

Swath width 
Co-ordinate system 

Specification 
Greater than 10 pulses/ m2 
< 0.5m error with 95% confidence (Max). This error must be 
known and accounted for in clearance processing. 
1 00m centred on the transmission line (50m either side) 
To be supplied in terms of the New Zealand Transverse 
Mercator Projection (NZTM2000). All heights to NZGD2000 (in 
metres above the GRS80 reference ellipsoid). 

Technology and Specification Verification 

To verify the suitability of shortlisted technologies, and the data specification, this investigation 
developed a pilot study to be carried out in March - April 2016. This pilot will determine which 
vehicles and sensors are able to capture data on the scale required to survey the Transpower 
network. This information will then guide decision making when tendering large scale survey 
contracts. A summary of questions to be answered, and outputs to be developed by the 
proposed pilot are presented in Appendix D. 

This pilot is expected to cost $50k-60k. 

8.1.2 Data Processing 
Transpower's current precision LiDAR specification describes over 45 different feature codes 
to be used to classify LiDAR data points. Vegetation inspection does not require such a 
comprehensive classification specification. It is recommended that vegetation inspection 
surveys use only three classification categories: 

Classification 
Ground 
Transmission Asset 

Other 
(pseudo-vegetation) 

Description 
All points that an automated process defines as ground 
All points that a classification technician considers to be part of a 
transmission line. Including conductors, structures, insulators etc 
All other points that are not ground and not part of the transmission 
asset will be considered to be pseudo vegetation and will be 
checked for clearance violations. 

NOTE: It is acknowledged that classifying the data in this manner will result in false positive 
defects. These false positives will be noticed in basic visual checks when scheduling work. 
Point cloud classification can be time consuming and costly, therefore including false 
positives is a preferable alternative to comprehensive classification schema. 
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This classification should be outsourced to the data capture service provider if possible. Many 
service providers have existing relationships with data classification partners and these should 
be used if possible. 

If data is being captured internally or Transpower's capture partners are unable to organise to 
have data classified, then the classification services should be outsourced. A potential avenue 
to achieve this is to send the data to our current precision LiDAR service providers9

• 

The cost associated with outsourcing defect detection and growth modelling is excessive for 
what is a largely automated process. Upfront development time will allow the capabilities to 
be developed internally and carried out at a significant discount in future. The proposed 
approach to this development is detailed in Appendix B. This includes a discussion of how to 
manage situations where vegetation has been trimmed between flights. 

Under the proposed approach : 

• One lines engineer and one GIS technical specialist will need to spend 1-2 hours each 
per PLS-CADD model to complete a one-time engineering analysis of each line. This 
will establish conductor positions under various weather and load conditions and the 
acceptable locations of vegetation under each of these cases. 

• Each survey will require a GIS technical specialist to initialise an automated process 
to identify current defects and to predict growth. This process will consume computer 
time but will consume little operator time. 

8.1.3 Data Presentation 
The 3D models captured by the survey system are used to identify violations, and predict 
growth, but these models are an ineffective tool in communicating with maintenance crews 
and landowners. Instead, information will be presented in a 2D map similar to the one 
detailed in Figure 6 below. 

The map can be accessed by service providers using a tablet computer (both online and 
offline) or can be printed in the office and annotated as required . By clicking on a tree, or stand 
of trees, the service provider will be able to view information such as: 

• Tree ID; 

• GPS co-ordinate; 

• Expected encroachment date; 

• etc 

The service provider will be able to apply filters to the data to highlight trees that are 
encroaching on the Growth Limit Zone, or are a specific number of years from encroaching. 

9 Current provider: Opten. Discuss with Tim Hosking (Engineer responsible for Aerial Laser Survey) . 
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Figure 6: A system slmllar to the one proposed for dlsplaylng vegetation Information to service providers 
and landowners10 

The GIS team is currently developing a system that would allow a service provider to edit 
information in the field, which will allow for the recording of: 

• Past work undertaken on tree; 

• Landowner (or vegetation owner if different); 

• Vegetation species; 

• Etc 

This information can then be used to inform work planners and to refine the growth prediction 
methodology. 

The technical capabilities have been explored with the GIS team during this investigation. 
When developing the interface further it is essential that the tool is put into the hands of users 
at the earliest possible stage of the development process. Their feedback should then be used 
to guide future development. A minimum viable product style development approach11 should 
be taken and iterations should add features as they are required. 

In addition to the mapping tool, it may also be useful to provide access to the 3D models, 
growth predictions, and clearance surfaces upon request. These can then be used to convince 
landowners in cases where service providers believe the models will help negotiations. 

10 Image source: http://www.esri.com/~/media/lmages/Content/news/arcuser/1014/mapit-utc 1-lg.jpg 
11 For further information, see http://www.romanpichler.com/blog/minimum-viable-product-and-minimal
marketable-product/ 
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8.2 Potential future possibilities 
During the course of the investigation, a number of extension features or applications were 
identified. These fall out of the scope of the initial investigation but may present opportunities 
in future . 

Multi-spectral Imaging 

By recording images using a multi-spectral imaging (MSI) camera during surveys it is possible 
to assess the health of vegetation. This information can then be used to identify trees that are 
weak and therefore likely to fall. This allows works schedulers to assess the urgency of 
different jobs and to inform risk based maintenance scheduling. 

Compensation Modelling 

Growth modelling combined with a history of work orders may provide an indication of the 
likely future cost of maintaining a piece of vegetation. By quantifying this cost, Transpower can 
provide landowners with monetary compensation for allowing vegetation to be felled. If this 
compensation is less than the present value of predicted maintenance, then Transpower will 
have profited from the transaction . 

Summary: 

The proposed system will capture reliable data, and process that data into actionable 
information for vegetation management. The system also offers the opportunity to explore 
additional capabilities that could use the platform or information that has been gathered. The 
next section discusses how the drivers of Transpower's current vegetation management costs 
and discusses how the proposed system may impact on these. 
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9 Current Cost Drivers and Potential Savings 

9.1 Cost Drivers 
To understand how savings may be made to the vegetation management budget, one must 
first understand the drivers of costs. 

Work orders can be categorised as once off jobs, or as repeat work. 

Once-off work orders often involve removing threatening vegetation , and/ or replacing it with 
species that will not grow to a height that will encroach on lines. 

Repeat work can occur for a number of reasons, including : 

Landowner Interest: A landowner has an interest in keeping a tree or hedge and therefore 
does not allow the service provider to fell that vegetation. A typical example of this is a hedge 
being used as a wind break. There are a number of potential ways to make savings on this 
kind of work. Transpower may attempt to reclaim costs from the landowner, replace the 
vegetation with a shorter growing species or artificial replacement, or allow the landowner to 
manage the maintenance of the vegetation at their own cost. When deciding on a course of 
action, the practical considerations described in the Section 6 are taken into account. 

Reactive Scheduling: A site is visited repeatedly because the first visit treats only immediate 
threats. In the next patrol, more vegetation is identified as an immediate threat and must be 
treated and so on. Repeat work of this type is the result of poor forecasting ability and patrols 
missing defective trees, or trees that are close to being defective. 

In addition to these scheduling costs, there are also costs associated with outages caused by 
vegetation . 

Incident / Outages: In the 2015 financial year there were 22 serious vegetation related 
incidents. To put this into perspective, this means that in 2015 there was an average of 16 
days between vegetation related interruptions. This included 4 incidents of vegetation 
damaging assets, 2 fires caused by vegetation flashover, 6 outages to remove vegetation that 
was too near lines, and 3 outages to repair damage caused by vegetation. A summary of these 
outages is included in Appendix E. 

9.2 Cost Saving Mechanism 
The proposed system is unlikely to reduce once-off job costs. It will reduce the costs 
associated with repeat work in different ways depending on the driver of that repeat cost. 

Landowner Interest: In cases where landowners have a non-economic interest in retaining 
vegetation then the system may prove to be effective in convincing landowners to allow 
vegetation to be felled . If Transpower decides to begin reclaiming costs from landowners for 
repeat trimming, then using growth predictions to estimate the future cost to the landowner for 
electing to keep vegetation may be a convincing argument to fell. This will reduce costs 
associated with returning to a site to repeatedly trim an individual tree. 

The system is likely to be ineffective where landowners have an economic interest in retaining 
vegetation. Examples of landowners with an economic interest in vegetation include foresters 
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who derive direct economic benefit from vegetation , and farmers or horticulturalists using 
vegetation as a wind break. 

Reactive Scheduling: The system is likely to be effective in reducing the costs associated 
with reactive scheduling . The system is significantly less error prone than human inspectors, 
which will mean that fewer emergency outages will be required to deal with unidentified 
vegetation causing faults. Additionally, growth prediction methods will allow work to be 
scheduled to reduce the number of repeat visits to sites. 

Incident / Outages: It is expected that aerial survey will remove the need for all outages to 
treat unidentified vegetation that has grown too close to lines. At least half of all incidents were 
caused by trees being too close to lines. The system is expected to identify all defects of this 
nature meaning that the overall number of incidents should be reduced significantly. 

Summary: 

The proposed system has potential to provide cost savings and will also help Transpower to 
reduce their exposure to vegetation risk and increase Grid reliability. The next section 
summarises a cost benefit analysis of the system. 
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10 Cost Benefit Analysis 

10.1 Summary of Financial Analysis 

NOTE: Because of the aggregated nature of data collected about current vegetation 
management practices, it is difficult to predict how the system is likely to affect costs. To 
deal with this uncertainty, a "best case I worst case" sensitivity analysis is displayed below 
in Figures 7 and 8. 

Gross savings depend on: 

• The level of cooperation from landowners, and 
• The amount of success that growth predictions and landowner negotiation have in 

increasing the amount of time between return visits to a site. 

Costs increase with the length of line surveyed. 

Figures 7 and 8 below show the expected net annual savings under a best case scenario and 
a worst case scenario. Each line describes potential savings if no sites have repeat visits in 
2,3,4, or 5 years. It can be seen that profit rises to a maximum at a particular length of line 
surveyed, after which the costs start dominating. 

Depending on Transpower's goals (maximise profit or reduce risk) the financial model can 
take one of two forms: 

• Profit: The number of km flown is chosen to maximise profits and stops at this point. 
• Risk: The number of km flown is maximised while maintaining positive net benefit. 

Best Case Net Savings Over Length Surveyed 

g 

$700,000.00 

$600,000.00 

~ $500,000.00 
C 
'$ 
~ $400,000.00 

ni 
~ $300,000.00 
C 

~ $200,000.00 
QI 
z 

$100,000.00 

$-

- 2 year return 

- 3 year return 

--4 year return 

--5 year return 

Length of line surveyed (km} 

Figure 7: Best case financial model using 90% landowner cooperation and $100 per km survey costs. 
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Worst Case Net Savings Over Length Surveyed 
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$20,000.00 - s year return 

$-

Length of line surveyed (km) 

Figure 8: Worst case financial model using 50% landowner cooperation and $150 per km survey costs. 

NOTE: Due to the nature of the growth prediction method, the system will not generate 
savings until at least two flights have been undertaken to establish baseline growth 
estimates. It is recommended that a distance based buffer is applied in the place of the 
growth prediction in the interim to identify potential future defects to negotiate with 
landowners. This will provide savings prior to the growth model being established. 

The tool used to generate these net benefit curves was developed as part of this investigation. 
It can be used to generate similar curves to assess tender submissions and will identify and 
prioritise which specific lines should be flown for maximum profit under different cost 
structures. The method of financial analysis and the financial impact of each system 
component are discussed in Appendix C. This tool has been provided as an attachment12

. 

10.2 Intangible Benefits 

10.2.1 Risk Reduction 
Both Fraser Rhind and Transfield Services have stated in reports that Transpower currently 
carries a significant, unquantifiable risk of vegetation impacting on system delivery. They 
stated that the current vegetation inspection system is unreliable and prone to human and 
systematic error. Threatening vegetation is missed, and methods of measuring clearance at 
max sag and max swing are flawed if they are used at all. 

By capturing comprehensive 3D models of the environment around transmission lines, and 
automating the clearance detection Transpower can greatly improve their view of vegetation 
risk. This will allow for proper implementation of the risk based vegetation management 

12 \Aerial Survey of Trees Financial Model.xlsx 
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strategies that are being investigated under Project Atlas and that are recommended by the 
Electricity Engineers Association of New Zealand 13 . 

10.2.2 Actionable Data 
Several members of the Vegetation Strategy Group have stated that they have insufficient 
data to make decisions around vegetation management practices. Their information is 
currently provided by service providers in work orders and site reports. This data is provided 
in differing formats and is not easily converted into actionable information. One of the key 
issues is that most information is aggregated into line, or span level groups. Repeat visits to 
individual sites, or repeat work on individual trees is not recorded in a way that can be queried. 

Providing service providers with a database / mapping tool similar to the one detailed in the 
data presentation component of the proposed system should be a priority. Transpower needs 
more granular data in order to make strategic decisions around vegetation policy decisions to 
reduce risk and decrease costs. 

10.2.3 Quality Assurance 
Andrew Renton has stated interest in using the outputs of vegetation surveys to perform 
quality assurance on individual work orders. He envisions that service provider vegetation 
contracts might be changed to pay a sum upon completion of the work, and to pay the 
remainder upon inspection and confirmation that the job has been completed to Transpower's 
satisfaction . Transpower currently has little oversight on completed work. 

10.2.4 Secondary Data Usage 
Matt Copland of the Tactical Engineering Lines team has expressed an interest in using data 
captured in these surveys to identify anomalies under lines such as new underbuilding or 
earthworks near tower foundations. 

He notes that current LiDAR surveys are invaluable for planning remote work and that our 
lowest quality LiDAR surveys are of the core grid as these were surveyed first and are often 
out of date. He believes updated information (particularly structure LiDAR reflections) would 
avoid unexpected deviations from as built drawings and the project delays that are associated 
with last minute changes. 

10.3 Budgetary Impacts 

NOTE: Fraser Rhind and Transfield Services both noted that human inspectors are most 
likely missing defects that aerial survey would detect. As a result, short term vegetation 
treatment expenses may increase to manage these previously unidentified defects. This is 
desirable as it would give transparent, factual information to justify the cost / performance 
decision to the regulator. As this cost is uncertain and speculative it has not been accounted 
for in the below analysis. 

13 http://www.eea.eo.nz/Site/members/vegetation-management-guide-2015.aspx 
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10.3.1 Patrol Budget 
It is not expected that the pre-project estimated patrol budget saving of $90k p.a. will be 
achieved. Maintenance patrols are multi-functional and are not solely used for vegetation 
inspection. As such, they must still take place. 

The Transfield Services report states recommends increasing the frequency of inspection to 
six months. The aerial surveys can provide that second survey in years that they are flown if 
they are scheduled to take place six months out of phase with ground inspections. 

It is again reiterated that growth models like the one proposed are not suitable for short term 
(<2 year) growth predictions due to weather variability. Therefore, the predications cannot be 
used to replace regular inspections unless Transpower is confident that all vegetation has 
been cut back far enough to be more than 2 years from encroaching. 

Pre-project estimated Expected net saving 
saving 

Patrol Budget $90k p.a. $0 p.a. 

10.3.2 Vegetation Treatment Budget 
It was found that the pre-project estimated vegetation treatment budget saving of $300k p.a. 
is feasible once growth prediction models are established. 

Pre-project estimated Expected net saving 
saving 

Treatment Budget $300k p.a. $100k-600k p.a. 

11 Conclusions 
Based on the above analyses, this investigation has found that: 

The proposed system is technically feasible. However, a specific lowest cost system 
cannot be determined without a practical trial of technologies. Once the pilot has been 
undertaken Transpower will have a definitive list of acceptable sensors and vehicles. Large 
scale surveys can then be put to tender and the most attractive conforming tender should be 
selected. The specific form of the solution is of little relevance so long as the data is within 
specification and the vehicle is capable and safe. 

The project is economically viable, though the financial model is uncertain for the very 
reasons that the Vegetation Strategy Group identified; the data that is currently collected is 
difficult to interrogate making it difficult to identify the drivers of costs. As discussed earlier, 
this system is likely to be more effective in combatting some cost drivers than others. 

It is obvious that some regions of New Zealand are likely to be good candidates for aerial 
survey while others are likely to be unaffected by the system. The Canterbury plains have a 
high amount of repeat work, but viewing work sites from satellite imagery reveals that nearly 
all repeat work is caused by wind breaks. The Bay of Plenty however is a more likely 
candidate, as there is high repeat work that is caused by unidentified vegetation. This may be 
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due to the rough terrain that makes it difficult for patrollers to access lines, and dense 
vegetation that can obscure a patroller's line of sight. 

Because of the uncertainty in data and observed regional differences, the system should be 
launched in areas where economic benefits are clear cut. The system should then be 
expanded into new regions as the emergent effects of the aerial survey - works planning -
landowner negotiation system become better understood. 

12 Recommendations 

12.1 Aerial Survey of Trees 

12.1.1 Undertake PIiot in March - April Period 

Estimated Cost $50k-60k 
Schedule March - April dependant on availability of service providers. 
Responsible Simon Carter 

The pilot study, as described in Appendix D should be undertaken to establish the 
technologies that are capable of completing large scale surveys. This pilot should also 
catalogue the specific shortcomings of technologies that are not accepted to guide their 
development. These shortcomings should also have targets (eg range exceeds 50km) to notify 
Transpower when the technology should be reassessed. 

12.1.2 Rollout first in Nl3 service region 

Estimated Cost $45k- 60k per annum ($90k-120k every second year) 
Schedule Dependent on Project Lead's availability 
Responsible Simon Carter 

Assuming the pilot returns positive results, a request for proposals should be released for the 
survey of the Nl3 region. Based on the results of this request for proposals, a specific cost 
benefit analysis should be undertaken based on the provided costs and lines should be 
selected to meet profit/ risk goals. 

Nl3 was chosen because surveying the area is expected to return the highest benefit. This 
service region includes 5 out of the top 10 most attractive lines for aerial survey and is 
reasonably compact allowing for efficient flight planning. It is also known to be difficult to 
inspect from the ground due to its rough terrain and dense vegetation. Flying lines would 
provide increased certainty that infringements are being detected. 

By restricting the rollout to one service region, Transpower can verify the returns of the system 
before further roll-out. It also provides the opportunity to establish procedures and adjust them 
as necessary before widespread adoption. 

12.1.3 Consider aerial patrols 
Consider discussing with service providers whether they are willing to begin undertaking 
surveys from helicopters. Service providers have already identified some lines which are cost 
neutral when comparing aerial survey with ground based patrols (eg. TKH-WAI-A). LiDAR 
units such as the Routescene LiDAR pod can be attached to patrol helicopters and can 
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capture vegetation data at low marginal cost while general maintenance surveys are taking 
place. 

12.1.4 Consider UAVs for quality assurance of recent work 
It is expected that the short range of UAVs will make them unsuitable for large scale work. If 
the pilot study proves this to be the case then there may still be areas where they are useful. 
They may be suitable for more targeted roles such as quality assurance on recent trimming 
work in hard to access areas. 

12.2 Vegetation Management Future Work 

12.2.1 Begin undertaking root cause analysis on vegetation maintenance failures 
When vegetation causes a fault on the grid the current review process simply states that the 
fault was caused by "Growing or falling vegetation". This analysis should be continued to 
identify the root cause; what part of the vegetation management process failed to allow the 
fault to occur? 

There should be an analysis as to whether the fault occurred because inspection missed the 
problem vegetation, or whether it was known and has not yet been scheduled for remediation. 
Further, was it not scheduled for remediation because of a backlog of other work? Or had it 
been assigned incorrect urgency? This analysis should continue until the underlying cause is 
identified and steps can be taken to ensure it does not happen again. 

This kind of root cause analysis has proven difficult to complete in the past when relying on 
the data and records of the Service Providers but without such an analysis it is difficult to 
identify which areas of vegetation management practices require improvement. 

12.2.2 Determine method that allows landowners to undertake repeat work 
As discussed in Section 6.3, Transpower currently bears the cost of managing repeat 
vegetation work to ensure the safety of members of the public who are not experienced in 
working near lines. 

Transpower stands to gain significantly if they devise a method of allowing landowners to 
manage their own vegetation safely. 

An example of such a system is one where a pole is driven into the ground next to vegetation 
marking its acceptable height. Transpower can then notify the landowner that if the vegetation 
is below that marker, then it is safe for the landowner to manage that vegetation how they see 
fit. However, if a patroller or aerial survey identifies vegetation that exceeds that height then 
Transpower will send arborists who have experience working near high voltage transmission 
lines to treat the vegetation at the landowner's expense. 

12.2.3 Add vegetation management to lifecycle costing 
This investigation was unable to determine if vegetation management costs are included in 
lifecycle costing of transmission lines. If it is not, then this should be considered as an 
improvement to the lifecycle costing method. 
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13 Appendix A: Component Options Analysis 
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Cost Effective Vegetation 
Management Using Aerial Survey of 
Trees 

Research Phase Progress Report: Component Options Analysis 
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Purpose 

To communicate the findings of the early stages of the Cost Effective Vegetation Management 
Using Aerial Survey of Trees project and to indicate the intended direction of further 
investigative work. 

Background 

The research phase of this investigation has: 

• Investigated how other utilities have implemented aerial survey for vegetation 
management 

• Considered the drivers for these decisions and the applicability to Transpower 

• Built a long-list of potential options 

• Reduced this list to include the most promising potential paths for Transpower 

Aerial survey is particularly popular both in the United States, and in Australia . European 
utilities are beginning to show interest but the use is not yet as widely spread. 

In the United States, the popularity of aerial surveys is a result of strict penalties for vegetation 
related outages after the Northeast blackout of 2003. Following this incident, the North 
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) introduced fines of up to $1 M per day for 
outages, including those caused by vegetation [1 ]. 

This provided American utilities with incentive to invest heavily in auditable data vegetation 
management techniques such as aerial LiDAR survey in order to decrease their exposure to 
the risk of fines [2]. While many of the techniques used by North American utilities are 
applicable to Transpower's situation, Transpower does not have the same regulatory 
incentives and therefore spending as much as American utilities appear to be doing would be 
imprudent. 

Australian usage is driven largely by environmental factors. Their transmission networks are 
extensive and pass over land that is hazardous to patrolling staff. Helicopter surveys have 
been necessary for some time and the adoption of LiDAR for these purposes was a logical 
progression from this. This is not the case in New Zealand. Current patrols are carried out 
from the ground for the most part so implementing a system similar to the Australian aerial 
LiDAR will be expensive. 

Definitions 

Term Definition 
CAA Civil Aviation Authorit~- o .... f...,N .... e'-w.....:::.Z .... ea=l=a--nd.__ _______ __. 
RPAS Remotely Piloted Aircraft System 

... L°'"'1=o=A=R=--------__,..L.,..i ..,..h~t -=o-et.ection and Ran in 
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Sensors 

LiDAR 

Cost Effective Vegetation Management Using Aerial Survey 

LiDAR is commonly used among utilities in both Australia and the United States for vegetation 
management [2] [3] [4]. 

The technique is proven in this application, and is familiar to Transpower. The current 
transmission line models held by Transpower are derived from high precision (and high cost) 
aerial LiDAR surveys. 

Measurements made with LiDAR have high relative accuracy, and when coupled with accurate 
geolocation equipment can have high absolute accuracy. The cost of LiDAR equipment has 
historically been high, but their potential applications in RPAS and automated car navigation 
have motivated the development of low cost, non-survey grade units that may be suitable for 
our purposes [5] [6]. 

The current opinion within Transpower is that this technology is likely to be the most suitable 
for the task. Other methods are being considered alongside LiDAR to verify that this is the 
case. 

Photogrammetry 

Photogrammetry is another technology that was suggested by service providers [7] [8], and 
forestry researchers [9]. They believe that photogrammetry can provide high densities of data 
and overlaid colour photography makes the information more readily interpretable by users. 

They also indicated that photogrammetry would be a more cost efficient solution. This 
argument was based on the cost of photogrammetry sensors in comparison to LiDAR sensors; 
however, it is unlikely that sensors are going to be the major cost driver for this project. Flight 
costs are likely to have a larger impact; particularly if it is decided to purchase the sensor 
outright rather than hiring it. 

The technology requires significant processing to turn multiple photographs into a 3D model. 
The processing is time consuming and potentially expensive when considering a project 
covering 12,000km. Photogrammetry takes photographs, morphs them into 3D models and 
then measures distances between objects in the model. In contrast, LiDAR simply takes laser 
measurements of the real world and stores them. The extra processing involved in 
photogrammetry adds inaccuracy on top of any positioning error at data capture. 

Upon further investigation it was found that other utilities that had recently (July 2015) explored 
the use of photogrammetry for vegetation management [10). They found that the technology 
is not suitable for vegetation management. They found that the results were inaccurate by up 
to 3 meters in some cases and have moved their investigations to focus on LiDAR [11) . 

Multispectral Imaging 
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Multispectral imaging sensors can be used in conjunction with 3D sensors to augment survey 
results. The health of trees around transmission line corridors can be measured using the 
multispectral sensors and used to inform risk based vegetation management [12] [13] . 

This presents a potential avenue of exploration for future generation systems. 

Vehicles 

RPAS 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems in vegetation management are only beginning to be 
explored. A number of companies have offered photogrammetry based RPAS solutions in the 
past but the limited range and abilities of the vehicle and sensor have inhibited their uptake. 
Developments within the last 2 years have meant that UAVs are now capable of carrying 
LiDAR sensors [14] , and New Zealand based service providers have recently added these 
capabilities [12]. 

Mike Bullock of Network Mapping Group indicated that their recently announced long range 
RPAS platform [15] was envisioned for localised use and that in his opinion; the technology is 
still not mature enough for full network mapping [16]. 

In order to be economical, the RPAS employed will need to be able to undertake long range 
missions, requiring beyond line of sight operations. Missions of this nature will require 
extensive flight planning, landowner communications, and contingency planning. 

Part 101 of the Civil Aviation Authority rules requires that all operators of RPAS gain the 
consent of all landowners over whose property they intend to fly. This requirement is greater 
than the current requirements for Transpower helicopter operations (only notification is 
required, not consent) and may prove to make RPAS unsuitable. 

The CAA is being consulted as to Transpower's specific rights to operate under the Electricity 
Act 1992. This may allow Transpower to operate RPAS near transmission lines without explicit 
consent of landowners due to the previous understanding that landowners have with 
Transpower. 

Light Helicopter 

Light manned helicopter presents an alternative to RPAS. Transpower plans to require RPAS 
service providers to undertake similar levels of mission planning as with helicopters. The 
additional cost and hassle of gaining landowner permission to fly RPAS makes that option 
significantly less appealing. 

Using light helicopters is another promising potential avenue that may cost as little as $25 per 
km based on preliminary quotations. 

Helicopters are commonly used in vegetation survey by utilities overseas and are a proven 
effective tool when coupled with LiDAR [17]. 

Fixed Wing Aircraft 
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The use of fixed wing aircraft with attached LiDAR is also common. The choice between fixed 
wing and helicopter is usually made solely based on cost as results are similar to those 
captured using helicopter [17] . 

It is possible that fixed wing operations become uncompetitive for vegetation management in 
future as the cheap, non-survey grade sensors described above tend to have limited range. 
High-flying fixed wing aircraft will not be able to carry these sensors and will therefore have to 
continue using more expensive long range equipment. 

Ground Survey 

The technology exists to undertake ground based surveys but the method will be inefficient. 
Current technologies require an operator to carry the sensor into position, and set it up for 
survey. The equipment is too bulky to expect patrollers to carry it for any great distance. 

Even if these inefficiencies were to be remedied by something such as vehicular attachment, 
the viewing angle from the ground makes it possible that the system will have an obscured 
view of potential defects and is likely to be unreliable. 

Data Processing 

The results of data capture will be a cloud of unclassified points in 3D space. These points will 
need to be pre-processed into a usable form before being further analysed. 

Transpower wishes to decrease the cost associated with vegetation trimming. In order to do 
this, they wish to be able to predict the expected growth of a tree. This will allow Transpower 
to trim vegetation aggressively in the knowledge that they will not have to return for a number 
of years. 

Pre-processing 

The 3D point cloud that results from data capture must first be classified (points have to be 
identified as ground, vegetation, buildings, conductors, etc.) . Transpower's detailed models 
have an extensive classification specification. The low cost re-flight can have a significantly 
reduced specification as we are most interested in vegetation. It is hoped that this will reduce 
the cost of the survey by both decreasing the amount of work to be undertaken, and allowing 
a less specialised survey provider to undertake the survey (detailed surveys require operators 
with specialised power systems knowledge). 

Costs can be further decreased by lowering requirements for absolute accuracy. Transpower 
already holds LiDAR derived models of its transmission assets with high absolute accuracy. 
By gathering data that has high relative accuracy (which is inherent to most modern LiDAR 
sensors), the data can be corrected by aligning it to notable terrain features in pre-processing . 

Vegetation Encroachment Detection 

There are a number of options when it comes to detecting dangerous vegetation using point 
cloud data. 
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The first is to use transmission line analysis tool PLS CADD to automatically identify danger 
trees. There is the option to outsource this however any service provider that can use PLS 
CADD is a specialist and is therefore likely to be costly. 

Alternatively, Transpower can use internal PLS CADD models to generate "clearance 
surfaces" which describe the boundary at which vegetation becomes unsafe. These surfaces 
can then be passed to non-specialist service providers or could be used to automate violation 
detection. 

A method has already been developed to generate clearance boundaries. It is noted that this 
method only considers clearances to transmission assets and will not be able to detect 
vegetation that encroaches on access ways. This is to be reviewed. 

Growth Prediction 

It is common in the forestry industry to use LiDAR data to gather a range of metrics about 
vegetation. Growth models in this industry tend to be species specific and based on large 
complex models including weather and soil variables [18]. This is driven by requirements for 
accuracy in predicting timber volumes. 

The method that is proposed for Transpower's growth prediction has lower requirements for 
accuracy and hopes to use frequent sampling in the place of detailed models. 

Transpower has the capability to undertake 3D change detection [19] however converting this 
change into a growth predictor is still to be further explored. 

Current efforts focus on attempting to source a time series data archive on which to develop 
and verify methods. 

The function of this growth prediction is pivotal to the initiative being economical. This feature 
is therefore of the highest priority. 

Work Order Generation 

Currently threatening vegetation defects and predicted defects due to growth can be used to 
build work orders for maintenance contractors to undertake. The development of this stage of 
the process will require close collaboration with Transpower service delivery managers and 
contractors. This is to be explored later in the project. 
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Service Providers 

Transpower has the option to outsource as much of this work as they desire. Outsourcing is 
preferable from an operational perspective however it is likely that this option will be costly. 

Options for outsourcing arrangements are summarised below: 

Data Prc:,ce Sll'IS 

Sensor 
Vehicle Pre-process 

Violation Growth Maintenance 
oper. detect. predict. scheduling 

Option 1 TP SPl TP TP TP TP 

Option 2 SPl SPl TP TP TP TP 

Option 3 SPl SPl SP1/SP2 SP1/SP2 TP TP 

Option 4 SPl SPl SP1/SP2 SP1/SP2 SP1/SP2 TP 

Option 5 SPl SPl SPl SPl SPl TP 

Both NM Group and GeoDigital offer full service solutions (data capture and processing). NM 
Group is currently making preliminary cost estimates for vegetation re-flight and processing. 
GeoDigital did not wish to make an estimate before a planning workshop had taken place. 

Preliminary Conclusions 

It is unlikely that savings will be made on patrolling costs as ground patrols will still need to be 
undertaken to gather other non-vegetation information. Any money to be made through this 
project is likely to be derived from scheduling work more efficiently through data processing . 

At this stage, processing costs are not particularly well understood. Early stage investigations 
indicate that it is possible for Transpower to undertake all analysis in-house which would bring 
any costs down significantly. Developing and verifying the data processing aspects of the 
project are therefore of the highest priority. 

Data capture techniques are relatively interchangeable. The major deciding factor is likely to 
be cost with some consideration for legal difficulties surrounding RPAS. This means that 
selecting a particular data capture vehicle is of low priority. 

At this stage it is believed that the RPAS rules requiring landowner consent (as opposed to 
the simple notification required for helicopter use) will mean that RAS is not feasible. It may 
be easier to introduce the initiative with light helicopter as the vehicle and verify the benefits 
of the project as a whole by using this vehicle through the pilot study and early years. There 
is the opportunity to change the vehicle at any stage and using RPAS may present itself as 
an option in later years. 
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Table 6: A Strength Weakness Opportunity Threat (SWOT) analysis of shortlisted technologies to be 
confirmed in pilot study 

Technology 
Fixed Wing UAV 

Rotary UAV 

Traditional 
helicopter/ fixed 
wing 

Photogrammetry 

Traditional survey 
LiDAR 

Low Cost/ Light 
Weight LiDAR 

9 February 2016 

Result of investigation 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

S: Low fuel costs and potential for low operator cost. 
W: Requires flat clear ground for landing which may not be 
available while transmission lines are often in rough terrain. 
BLOS planning requirements may be prohibitively difficult. 
0: Operational range (~20km / flight) marginal, future 
improvements likely to make the platform attractive. Currently 
suitable for small scale (eg. areas missed in bulk survey, might 
be suitable in fault patrol) 
T: Regulation immature and public sceptical. 
S: Low fuel costs and potential for low operator cost. Vertical 
take-off and landing for rough terrain . 
W: Operational range (~10km I flight) unlikely to suit large scale 
survey. BLOS planning requirements may be prohibitively 
difficult. 

• 0: Currently suitable for small scale surveys (eg. areas missed 
in bulk survey, might be suitable in fault patrol) 

• T: Regulation immature and public sceptical. 
• S: Easily capable of capturing all data and will do so at pace. 
• W: High mobilisation costs, emissions, noise annoyance and 

potential to startle livestock. 
• 0: Suitable for large scale, planned surveys. 
• T: Puts pilots / operators in low likelihood harmful environment. 
• S: Low cost, colour data for easy human interpretation. 
• W: Other transmission lines companies who have experimented 

with it found that vertical accuracy is poor (up to 3m error). 
Photographs require processing to build 30 model after flight. 

• 0: If error issues are solved then likely an attractive solution 
due to cost. 

• T: Public concern about low flying craft using cameras over 
property. Particularly if carried by RPAS. 

• S: High precision (survey grade), existing service providers who 
are experienced using this technology. 

• W: High cost ($M lifetime cost), weight means traditional 
helicopter/ fixed wing required. 

• 0: Service providers exist that allow Transpower to gain access 
to high quality equipment at reasonable price. 

• T: Traditional fixed wing/ helicopter puts pilots/ operators in 
low likelihood harmful environment 

• S: Low cost, Low weight so can be carried by RPAS, helicopter 
or fixed wing. 

• W: Low range (1 00m to target) 
• 0: Equipment is low enough cost, and simple enough that 

service providers without LiDAR experience can purchase and 
operate. 

• T: Operating without monitoring output could cause scan 
pattern to stray from centreline. 
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14 Appendix B: Data Processing Procedure 
Engineering Analysis 

Inputs Existing detailed Li0AR survey data. 
Outputs Clearance Surfaces 
Responsible Lines Engineer, GIS Team 

Before violation detection can be undertaken, the regions that vegetation isn't allowed to 
encroach on must be defined. This requires a once off engineering analysis to determine 
conductor positions under max sag and max swing . This should be undertaken in PLS CAD0 
and the results exported to .dxf and given to the GIS team for surface development. 

Because this requires non-standard usage of PLS CA00 a guidance document is attached 14
. 

Current Defect Detection 

Inputs Classified 30 point cloud, clearance surfaces. 
Outputs Locations of defective vegetation 
Responsible GISTeam 

The GIS team will highlight all points that fall inside the "Grow in clearance surface" 

The GIS team will highlight all points that fall above the "Fall in clearance surface" 

Growth Prediction 

Inputs Classified 30 point cloud, clearance surfaces. 
Outputs Growth predictions 
Responsible GIS Team 

Growth prediction will be carried out using methods similar to those detailed in the attached 
study15. 

A regular 2m x 2m grid will be drawn over LiDAR data . The maximum height point in each grid 
will be compared to the maximum height point recorded in the previous survey. The change 
in these heights will be averaged over surveys to establish growth models. 

These growth models will then be extrapolated to establish the expected date of encroachment 
above the clearance surfaces. 

If any vegetation has been treated between surveys then the observed change over that time 
period should not be used to refine growth models. If previous growth predictions exist, then 
these may be used. This will require a feedback loop in the data presentation tool to log work 
that has occurred on trees. 

14 \LiDAR for Vegetation - Processing Procedure.docx 
15 \The uncertainty in conifer plantation growth prediction from multi -temporal lidar datasets.pdf 
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Data presentation 

Current defects, future defects, cano rid 

Responsible GIS Team 

The GIS team will update vegetation maps and notify service providers of changes. 

At minimum, each vegetation site (canopy segmented, or 2 x 2 grid point) should display: 

• Unique ID number, 

• GPS coordinate, 

• Recorded height 

• Max height before encroachment 
• Expected encroachment date (if not already encroaching) 

A filter should be available to highlight all vegetation sites with a measured height above the 
max height before encroachment. 

A filter should be available to highlight all vegetation that is expected to encroach within a user 
selectable number of years. 

At minimum, users should be able to record: 

• Work orders relating to vegetation site 

• Landowner 

• Species 
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15 Appendix C: Cost Benefit Analysis 
Method of analysis 

Benefits were calculated using a dataset of over 20,000 work orders completed between 2005 
and 2016. This dataset included only single day work orders, excluding all work orders that 
took place over multiple days. 

Each span was designated as a "work site" as this is the most granular data readily available. 
For each span, the average period between jobs was calculated. 

Cost savings are modelled on the following scenario: 

• A service provider arrives at a work site to cut a tree that is currently encroaching. 

• They then use their vegetation mapping tool to identify all vegetation near the site that 
is expected to encroach within 3-5 years. 

• They then ask the landowner if the may treat the upcoming vegetation while they treat 
the current encroachment. 

• If the landowner agrees, then they will not have to return to the site for 3-5 years. 

A "negotiation success rate" percentage was included to model landowners agreeing, or 
disagreeing with extra work being performed. 

In cases where negotiations are a success, the average period between jobs is changed to 1 
in 3-5 years and the cost of completing this less frequent work is compared to the historical 
cost. 

These cost savings were then aggregated into savings over the length of a line and the cost 
of flying over that line and processing the resulting data (using a user selectable $/km rate) 
was deducted. This provided the net benefit estimate for the line. 

A spreadsheet that performs these calculations is attached16
. 

16 \Aerial Survey of Trees Financial Model. xlsx 
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Component Breakdown of Cost Benefit Analysis 

Data Collection Cost Benefit 
~ - - -- - - - - - -

Costs 
Benefits 

Costs 

Benefits 

Costs 

Benefits 

Costs 

Benefits 

• $50-80 per km flown 
• Data has no direct benefits for vegetation management but 

allows processing and presentation steps. 
• Data can be used as quality assurance for vegetation work, 

currently QA is performed by service providers. 
• The captured data may be repurposed for secondary uses such 

as under buildinQ detection or earthworks assessment. 

Current Violation Detection Cost Benefit 
• Once off PLS CADD modelling and surface generation cost. 
• 1 hour per flight GIS technician time. 
• Improved system reliability through reliable visibility of risks. 
• Reduced costs incurred by tree strike damage, emergency 

repair work, and loss of supply events. 

Growth Modelling Cost Benefit 
• Data storage, internal. 
• Potential server purchase cost if GIS team finds processing is 

too time consuming for current resources. 
• All benefits described in financial model are informed by this 

step. ($100k-600k pa.) 
• Per km net benefit varies siQnificantlv from line to line. 

Data Presentation Cost Benefit 
• Database management: 5 hours / week GIS team, decreasing 

to 1 hour / week as database matures. 
• IPad purchase costs for service providers who do not currently 

have access to one. Many service providers already own and 
use I Pads as part of their work. 

• Actionable data will allow for better strategic decision making. 
• Data presentation tools have in the past acted as an 

"authoritative" source of information that can be useful in 
negotiating with landowners to fell, or trim vegetation more 
harshly 17• 

17 Based on discussions with Landowner Relations Advisors 
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16 Appendix D: Pilot Study 
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Background 

Cost Effective Vegetation Management Using Aerial Survey 

The Cost Effective Vegetation Management Using Aerial Survey of Trees initiative of the 
vegetation management workstream of project atlas has identified potential NET savings of 
up to $1.5M in RCP2 and a significant increase in the visibility and manageability of vegetation 
related risk. To verify the feasibility of the approach, it is necessary to undertake a pilot study. 
This pilot will investigate a number of avenues for data gathering including the use of fixed 
wing and rotary Manned and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, newly developed low cost laser 
scanners, and photogrammetry. 

Objectives 

This pilot aims to determine if the technologies are mature enough to meet Transpower's 
requirements. In the case that they are not suitable, the pilot will be used to establish the 
specific hurdles that must be overcome. This will guide developers of the technologies to meet 
Transpower's needs in future and will provide an indicator to Transpower as to when the 
technologies are mature enough to reconsider. 

Approach 

The proposed process to take the pilot from its current concept stage to completion is 
summarised below: 

Stage 
Request For 
Information (ROI) 

Application for 
funding 

Request For 
Proposals (RFP) 

Confirm Timeline 

Pilot 

Description 
The pilot concept will be distributed to 
potential service providers with a 
request that they indicate whether they 
are capable of meeting the 
requirements, and provide indicative 
costing for the pilot. 
The indicated costs will be used to cost 
the pilot study. An application for that 
funding will be submitted. 
Service providers who indicated that 
they were capable of meeting the 
requirements will be approached to 
submit a detailed proposal. 
Once providers have been selected, 
flights will be scheduled to occur as 
soon after one another as practicable 
(for comparison of vegetation data). 
Pilot flights undertaken and data 
provided to Transpower. 

Outcome 
Indications of capabilities 
of identified suppliers 
and costing estimates. 

Pilot funded ( or killed) 

Most attractive proposals 
in each technology 
category will be selected. 

All details of pilot study 
confirmed. 

Transpower evaluates 
suitability of technologies 
based on resulting data 
and communicates 
required improvements. 

The results of this pilot study will determine which technologies should be accepted in future 
proposals for large scale contracts vegetation survey contracts. 
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Transpower Aerial Survey for Trees 
Pilot Survey: Request for Information 
Background 
Transpower wishes to evaluate the suitability of a number of low cost data capture options 
for large scale survey of vegetation near transmission lines. 

The results of this pilot study will establish whether the project is feasible, and which 
technologies will be accepted in tender submissions in future. 

Collected datasets will be compared to a traditional LiDAR capture of the area that will also 
be undertaken as a part of the pilot. Conformance to this "truth" dataset will determine 
suitability of capture technologies. There will also be manual measurement and visual 
confirmation of accessible areas for further verification. 

Objectives 
1. To establish acceptable vehicles for data capture in future Transpower vegetation 

survey work. 
2. To establish acceptable sensor classes for data capture in future Transpower 

vegetation survey work. 
3. To verify suitability of data specification. 
4. To determine specific shortcomings of technologies that must be overcome before 

the are to be considered for data capture in future. 

~•!Bi 
Ind icativedate:Marci, 
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Deliverables 
Data Capture: 

Heli: 
• LiDAR 
• Ortho-mosaic 
RPAS: 
• LiDAR (if possible, will strongly influence Transpower's choice of supplier for pilot) 
• Photogrammetry 
• Ortho-mosaic 

Data specification: 
• Greater than 10 pulses per square meter 
• 1 00m corridor centred on transmission line (50m either side) 
• Spatial co-ordinates to be supplied in terms of the New Zealand Transverse 

Mercator (NZTM2000) Projection. All heights will be to NZGD2000 (in metres 
above the GRS80 reference ellipsoid) . 

Data Processing: 
• Raw LAS file 
• Classified point cloud 

o Ground 
o Transmission Asset (conductor, structure, insulator etc.) 
o Other 

NOTE: 
The "Other" category will include vegetation, buildings, under-crossings etc. This will be 
used for encroachment detection . It is acknowledged that this will result in false positive 
defects. It is expected that the cost of more detailed classification does not merit eliminating 
these false positive results. Maintenance schedulers will inspect defects while planning 
work and correct false positives. 
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Meas!Jfe 0$iOCe 

Total distance· 29 22 km (18 16 ml) 
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Intention Register 

Description 
Fixed Wing UAV 

Rotor UAV 

Low Cost LiDAR 

Photogrammetry 

Growth prediction 

Data Specification 

9 February 2016 

Cost Effective Vegetation Management Using Aerial Survey 

Reason for Test 
To establish suitability and to catalogue specific barriers that 
must be overcome before the technology can be employed. 

Transpower wishes to establish whether technical, regulatory 
and logistical barriers to wide scale usage for vegetation 
management exist. 
To establish suitability and to catalogue specific barriers that 
must be overcome before the technology can be employed. 

Transpower wishes to establish whether technical, regulatory 
and logistical barriers to wide scale usage for vegetation 
management exist. 
To establish that data is captured to sufficient accuracy and that 
range-to-target limitations do not affect function. 

Transpower wishes to establish whether technical barriers to 
wide scale use for vegetation management exit. 
To establish that data is captured to sufficient accuracy for 
vegetation management. 

Transpower wishes to establish whether technical barriers to 
wide scale use for vegetation management exist. 
To establish that the technique is feasible and likely to produce 
useable results. 
To establish that the point density specified is sufficient for the 
task. To establish that sensors are able to achieve the specified 
accurac . 
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Test Questions 

Description 
Fixed Wing UAV 

Rotor UAV 

Low Cost LiDAR 
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Questions to Answer 
Technical 
• Is flight range acceptable? 

o Does the unit have sufficient range to enter hard to 
inspect areas? 

o Can the fixed wing capture data in areas with hills? 
o Can the fixed wing operate in areas with few options 

for landing sites? (these are common throughout the 
network) 

• Are communication links reliable in rough terrain? 
• Is the unit able to operate in areas with poor GPS coverage? 
Logistical 
• Will the operation scale up to widespread adoption? 

o Are service providers likely to be able to deliver at the 
quoted cost / time? (Most do not have experience 
with work of this scale) 

o Does it compete (ballpark) with manned vehicles? 
• Are the landowner relations required for take-off and landing 

able to be managed? 
o ~ 3 flights a day, in 3 different locations access to 3 

landowner properties per day. 
o Is this reasonable? 

Regulatory 
• Can flights be made without restricted airspace? 
Technical 
• Is flight range acceptable? 

o Does the unit have sufficient range to enter hard to 
inspect areas? 

• Are communication links reliable in rough terrain? 
• Is the unit able to operate in areas with poor GPS coverage? 
Logistical 
• Will the operation scale up to widespread adoption? 

o Are service providers likely to be able to deliver at the 
quoted cost / time? (Most do not have experience 
with work of this scale) 

o Does it compete (ballpark) with manned vehicles? 
• Are the landowner relations required for take-off and landing 

able to be managed? 
o ~ 10 flights a day, in 1 0 different locations access to 

3 landowner properties per day. 
o Is this reasonable? 

Regulatory 
• Can flights be made without restricted airspace? 
Technical 
• Is the range of measurement ( 1 00m) sufficient to capture 

required data? 
o Is that range sufficient to deal with deep catenaries? 
o Is that range sufficient to capture as much fall 

distance data as we want? 
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Photogrammetry 

Growth prediction 

Data Specification 
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o Does the range limitation make flying impractical? (ie 
Do we have to fly dangerously low to get data?) 

• Is the data provided accurate enough? 
o What is the maximum and average deviation from 

real world measurements? le what is the error? 
o Can the data be mapped to existing LiDAR models 

through simple translation and rotation? (if scaling is 
required this data is not suitable, violation detection 
relies on data being mappable to existing data and to 
scale.) 

• Is the data density suitable? 
o Is the distance between points low enough to 

accurately map vegetation? 
o Is the scan pattern evident in resulting data and does 

it affect the usability of that data? (are there high 
density stripes with nothing between them?) 

o Is the data density so high as to be impractical? 
• Can the data be captured at pace? 

o Will the sensor require slower flight and longer 
operational times to achieve sufficient data density? 

o Is that pace acceptable? 
• Is the data provided accurate in relative terms? (Pay 

particular attention to heights) 
• Is the data provided accurate in absolute terms? (Pay 

particular attention to heights) 
• Is the data able to be aligned to existing LiDAR models? 
• Is the processing time required to derive the data from 

images acceptable? 
o If we capture 40 km of data a day, every day for a 

year can this be processed in a timely fashion? 
o Is the cost associated with processing images into 

point clouds acceptable? 
• Does the growth prediction methodology provide an 

acceptable estimate of growth? 
o Does the prediction hold over a 3 year prediction? 
o Does the prediction hold over a 5 year prediction? 

• NOTE: All economic analysis assumes growth prediction. If 
growth prediction accuracy is unacceptably low then 
economic benefits are questionable. 

• Is a point density of 10 pulses per m2 sufficient to confidently 
identify vegetation? 

o Are all important features of vegetation captured? 
o Is the surface model representative of the real world? 
o Are stray branches captured? (Transpower may wish 

to identify particular features at the site of the pilot 
that must be identified, alternatively, these features 
could be added to the environment for the test) 

• Is 0.5m accuracy acceptable? 
o Can this accuracy be improved without adding 

significant cost? 
• Is a 1 00m swathe width acceptable? 
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Barriers to Adoption Register 

Upon completion of the trial, an analysis of the barriers to adoption should be undertaken. This 
can then be used to indicate when a technology should be re-assessed for potential 

application. This analysis may take the form demonstrated below: 

Technology Barrier Threshold Discussion 
Fixed Wing Range • > 40km per flight Organising take off/ landing sites 
UAV more often than once in 40km is 

prohibitively expensive. 
Cost per km • < $30 I km The cost of competing 

technologies is less than that of 
UAVs. 

Low Cost Range to • > 200m to target. The 1 00m limit on range to target 
LiDAR target means that aircraft must dip into 

catenaries to capture data. This is 
a dangerous manoeuvre and is 
not acceptable to Transpower. 

Cost • < $100,000 The purchase cost of the 
technology currently makes hiring 
competing technologies more 
attractive 

etc 
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17 Appendix E: System Fault Information Reports 
The table below summarises the faults that were identified as being caused by vegetation 
management issues. Repeated SFIR report numbers identify individual interruptions that are 
considered to be part of the same event. 

Incident Type Count SFIR Report Number 
(2015) 

Trip due to vegetation fault 7 SN14206, SN14282, SN15018, SN15097, 
SN15021, SN15021, SN15124 

Outage including damage to assets 4 SN14138,SN14138, SN14138,SS15071 

Outage to remove vegetation from 2 S514095,S514095 
lines 

Outage to treat near vegetation 4 SN14266,SN14266,SN15021, SN15021, 

Outage to repair damage 3 SN14138, SN14138, SN14138, 

Fires due to inadequate vegetation 2 5S15002, SN15086 
management 
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18 Appendix F: RPAS Guiding Principles 
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Background 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS), also known as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), 
present exciting opportunities for electricity utilities. Responsible use will allow Transpower to 
remove inspection personnel from potentially hazardous situations and to gather information 
more efficiently. 

Potential applications of RPAS include: 

• Visual inspection; 

• Corona detection; 

• Thermal inspection; 

• Under-build inspection; and 

• Vegetation management. 

These applications can be broken into two classes: 

• Line of Sight (LOS) operations; and 

• Beyond Line of Sight (BLOS) operations. 

Although most present RPAS applications are carried out in LOS missions it is expected that 
the benefits of BLOS operations will be substantial in the future. Developing BLOS capabilities 
should allow for large scale inspection missions, wide area incident response, and the 
gathering of high quality data with low risk to personnel. 

In order to be able to operate missions of this nature, Transpower must establish a reputation 
as a responsible RPAS user. To achieve this, specific attention must be given to mission 
planning , risk management, and stakeholder communications. 

The following document has been prepared to guide service providers in their operation of 
RPAS to build, and protect this reputation. 

Definitions 

Term Definition 
_B=L=O~ S _______ B=-=eyond Line of Sig,-'-'h=t ~----------
LOS Line of Sight ·=----~------------RPAS Remotel Piloted Aircraft S stem 
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
The Director The director of the Civil Aviation Authorit 
Approved An organisation that has been approved by The Director 
organisation under CAA Rules Part 101 .202. 
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Regulatory Requirements 

Civil Aviation Rules regulate the use of RPAS both within unaided visual Line of Sight (Part 
101) and Beyond Line of Sight (Part 102). 

Within Line of Sight and < 25kg 

Part 101 of the Civil Aviation Rules prescribe the operating rules for persons operating aircraft 
of less than 25kg within line of sight. 

When operating under Part 101 you must consider the following 12 key points: 

1. Aircraft must not be flown higher than 121 metres (400 feet) above ground; 
2. The pilot must be able to see the aircraft with your own eyes at all times 

(e.g. not through binoculars or a monitor) to ensure separation from other 
aircraft or property; 

3. You must notify the landowner or person in charge of the area you want to 
fly above before flying. 

4. You must gain the consent of any person you intend to fly above; 
5. You must not operate an aircraft that is 25 kg or larger and always ensure 

that it is safe to operate; 
a. If your aircraft weighs between 15 and 25 kg you must obtain 

approval from a CAA approved organisation. 
b. If your aircraft weighs less than 15kg then no approval is required. 

6. At all times take all practicable steps to minimize hazards to persons, 
property and other aircraft; 

7. Fly only in daylight; 
8. Give way to all crewed aircraft; 
9. Have knowledge of airspace restrictions that apply in the area you want to 

operate; 
10. Do not fly closer than four kilometres from any aerodrome (unless certain 

conditions are met) ; 
11. When flying in controlled airspace, obtain an air traffic control clearance 

issued by Airways (via airshare My Flights) ; 
12. Do not fly in special use airspace without the permission of the controlling 

authority of the area (e.g. military operating areas or restricted areas); 

For further guidance regarding the regulatory requirements of operating RPAS under Part 101 
refer to: 

• https://www.airshare.co.nz/must-know 

• https://www.caa.govt.nz/rules/rules.htm 
• https://www.caa.govt.nz/rules/Part 101 Brief.htm 

• https://www.caa.govt.nz/rules/Part 102 Brief.him 

Beyond Line of Sight or > 25kg 
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Operating a RPAS in a way that does not conform to Part 101 (including overweight RPAS 
and BLOS operations) requires certification under Part 102. This document relates specifically 
to aircraft operating under Part 101 . Operations under Part 102 will be considered at a later 
date. 

Principles 

The regulations stipulated in Part 101 provide users with baseline requirements for the use of 
RPAS under general circumstances. Using RPAS near transmission lines raises additional 
concerns that must be addressed as a part of effective mission planning. 

Zero harmful incidents 

Although RPAS pose little physical threat to Transpower's assets, they do pose a risk to the 
power system. This is demonstrated by an incident near Waimate in September 2015. In this 
case, an RPAS lost communications and automatically returned to base. During its return 
journey it struck the 220kV Roxburgh-Islington transmission line and became stuck. As a 
result, a live line crew had to be dispatched and the line had to be switched to a safe 
configuration for retrieval. This retrieval process took three hours. A similar incident was 
recorded on Northpower's network in the same week. 

It is foreseeable that similar incidents have the potential to cause flashover, or to require 
Transpower to remove assets from service in order to retrieve RPAS. 

Stakeholder relations 

Transpower acknowledges the importance of maintaining the confidence of other airspace 
users, landowners, and the Civil Aviation Authority. To preserve Transpower's ability to 
expand its future use of RPAS into more complex applications and BLOS operation, it is 
essential that Transpower builds a reputation for well-managed, minimally intrusive RPAS 
missions. This reputation will support our expansion into future applications and any incidents 
have the potential to jeopardise this. 

Thorough mission planning 

To achieve these goals, Transpower missions will require robust mission planning to lower the 
chance of issues arising and contingency planning to ensure that the impact of incidents is 
kept to a minimum. This planning will be carried out with particular concern for, and 
communication with: 

• Other airspace users; and 
• Landowners under, and near flight paths. 
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Service providers wishing to employ RPAS in Transpower jobs will need to be able to 
demonstrate that their aircraft complies with the following standards: 

Item 
Payload Sensor 

Maximum Take-off Weight 
(equipped and fuelled) 
Shrouded rotors or fans 
Lights 
Navigation camera if payload 
gimballed 
Altimeter 

Description 
Capable of capturing data at distances 
greater than 12m (>20MP for visual 
camera) 
<15kg 

Reguired 
Strobe and Navigation Red and Green) 
Dedicated pilot in control camera, fixed front 
facing, minimum 90 degree field of view 
Single laser, or GPS, or Radar, or 
Barometer 

AutoQ,_i_lo_t ________ ~_S"""i__...m..,_ le heading altitude, s~eed 
Navigation GPS 
Vocal Airspace TX/RX Radio on Aviation Bands 
Communications 
Return to Base Configurable RTB procedure to avoid 

obstacles 
No emergency parachutes (hazard to power 

-~--~s~s_te_m_)'-----------~-
Identifying Markings 

Control Signal 

Datalink 

Other tools required on site 
Personnel/ Organisation requirements 

RPAS must be clearly marked with 
Transpower identification and the number: 
0800 THE GRID 
Uses frequencies specified in 
https://www.airshare.co.nz/faq and is 
enC!YJ;!_te~d _______ _ 

Uses frequencies specified in 
https://www.airshare.co.nz/faq 
Anemometer {wind) 

Service providers and / or operators will be members of the UAVNZ industry group. All 
missions must include at least: 

• One dedicated Pilot in Command 
• One separate (non-pilot) payload operator 
• One staff member with a Warrant of Authority for the asset being inspected 

(could be pilot, payload operator or third member) 

The pilot will have at least 50 hours of logged experience on type. 

Documentation 
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The service provider will be able to provide: 

• Flight crew log books 

• RPAS flight and maintenance log books 

• Power plant flight and maintenance log books (if combustion powered) 

• Mission plan and flight manual 

• Contingency plan, including incident reporting documents 

As a minimum, the mission plan must include: 

1. Plan to inspect the asset; 
2. Flight Plan of movement to complete the mission; 
3. Safety Plan of how hazards are to be handled; 

A template is provided as appendices to this document. 

Post Flight Documentation 

Following the completion of a flight, Service Providers will prepare and submit a post flight 
document package including: 

• A short summary of work performed and how it conformed to the plan. 

• Completed pre-flight checklist. 

• Weather forecasts for the area during the flight window. 

• Site Safety Register/ Hazard ID adjusted for specific site and day. 

Flight Minima 

Item Description 
Altitude 
Wind 

___ L=e ... ss=-t .... han 121 m 400ft 

Rain 
Less than 40k[)h or aircraft ca[)ability (whichever is lower -----,-----=-::::--:--: As er RPAS caJ;!abilities 

Visibility distance 

Flight Path 
Proximity to line 
Hours of flight 

Line crossing 

Unaided line of sight to max fly distance or 2 spans, 
whichever is greater. 
Above and to the side of line 
Greater than 12m, less than 150m 
Within daylight hours as defined by Part 1 of the Civil 
Aviation Rules 
Above structures only, at least 12m clearance 

Flight envelope information is summarised in the figure below. 
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Figure 9: RPAS flight envelope around transmission lines 

Stakeholder Communications 

To ensure that stakeholders' and landowners' needs are accommodated, service providers 
will undertake the following in accordance with TP.SS 05.20: 

Communication 
Letter to landowner 
advising of RPAS 
overflight 
Newspaper notice 

Condition 
All landowners with property under 
or within 50m (Urban) or 150m 
(Rural) of lanned flights ath. 
Only applicable in missions where 
an RPAS is flown from multiple 
ground based take-off/ landing 
zones that are further than 2km but 
within 10 km of one another. ------:r:c:-r: Alrshare flight plan All flights 

notification 
Local Distribution Network If flying over distribution lines 

Notice prior 
10 working 
days 

20 working 
days 

2 working 
days 
5 working 
days '-~--Ro ad Controlling Authority If traffic management plan required 20 working 

Aerodromes, airports, aero If operations within 10km. 
clubs, gliding clubs, etc. 
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All landowner interactions are to be recorded in Connect in accordance with Stakeholder 
Liaison TP.SS 05.20. These interactions will also be summarised in the Mission Plan. 

For a guide to local authority landowner notification policies see: 
https://www.airshare.co.nz/property-owner-consent-information 

Operation 

All flights near Transpower assets are to be carried out under the following conditions as a 
minimum: 

Planning 

• Traffic management plans are required for all activities in, or outside a road reserve 
which may affect the operating conditions of the road . This includes any visual 
distraction that could be caused by RPAS. 

• Local utility system knowledge should be obtained prior to the flight operation. The 
service providers involved in the flight must familiarise themselves with this 
information and include related safety actions in the work procedures. 

• It is important to note that the configuration of transmission lines and line routes may 
change over time. Previous knowledge should never be assumed to be current. 

• All transmission lines must be treated as having an earth wire above the main 
conductors until the contrary is visually confirmed. Earth wires are normally of 
smaller diameter than the main conductors and are less visible. They may be at 
considerable heights above the main conductors, especially in mid span. In some 
cases earth wires are not continuous. 

• Aerial obstructions such as those for the purposes of telecommunications, power 
distribution, farming, or any other such purpose should be identified and avoided. 

• Aeronautical charts or utility prints showing lines location must never be treated as 
current. 

• Flights paths should be avoided where clear visibility of the line, or hazard potential, 
is degraded by the effects of low sun, cloud, rain, dust or mist. Pilots should be 
located so as to not face into the sun while flying. 

• A mission must be able to be completed with 20% energy reserves (fuel / battery) 
remaining. 

• Safety planning completed. 

• Contingency planning completed . 

• Pre-flight checklist completed. 

• Flight paths should not pass directly over any building. 

• If flight path cannot divert around a building then fast transit is acceptable (no 
hovering) 

• Areas where pedestrians are likely to be present should be documented in the risk 
log. Flights in these areas should be planned for times when a low number of 
pedestrians are expected. If this is not possible, pedestrians should be directed away 
with signs, cones and / or barriers as appropriate. 
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• RPAS inspections are to be conducted during good visibility conditions. 

• When in transit the RPAS must fly to one side of and above the height of the top 
conductor or earth wire if installed, to minimise the wire strike potential. At all times 
the RPAS and any protruding part must be kept well clear of the minimum approach 
distance (MAD) as defined in the SM-El. Flight along a span should always be 
conducted so that the catenary of the highest conductor or earth wire, if installed, is 
visually confirmed up to the next structure. 

• Where visual confirmation of the conductor within a span cannot be achieved, the 
pilot must increase altitude to a safe level that is higher than any of the supporting 
structures from where further investigation can be launched. 

• Inspection of line components below the conductors should be done by first stopping 
forward motion above the level of the conductors/earth wire and then descending in 
good visibility through the hover to the chosen inspection height. A thorough 
inspection for collision hazards must precede the component inspection. 

• On approaching a hazardous situation such as line over crossing, the pilot and 
payload operator must confer on the type of hazard expected, and each obtain a 
positive visual identification prior to proceeding. 

• When any personnel observes, or is aware of, an impending potential flight hazard , 
that person must draw the pilot's attention to it. If the hazard is, or is likely to 
become, an immediate danger, the details of the message must be clear and specific 
to alert the pilot for appropriate evasive action. Typical details for visible hazards are 
as follows: 

o Object description, i.e. "wire", and 
o A precise relative position, i.e. "above, level, or below; left, in front, or right", 

and 
o Distance, i.e. "very close, close etc.", or where the hazard is not an immediate 

danger the distance in hundreds of metres. 

• Transmission lines must be crossed above the structures wherever possible. The 
minimum height for crossing a span must be at a height that is above the higher of 
the supporting structures. 

• If at any time it is necessary to turn back to re-inspect the line, the RPAS should be 
turned in a manner to prevent dropping to an altitude below the top conductor or 
earth wire. The turn should preferably be initiated over a transmission structure. 
Under no circumstances must a line crossing be affected by flying underneath 
conductors. 
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Attachment A: Letter to Landowners 
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[Date} 

TRAN S POWER 

Keeping the energy (lowing 

[First name][Last name] 

[Job title] 

[Organisation] 

[Address} 

[City] 

Dear [First name] 

Visual inspection of [Transmission Line Name] transmission lines by Remotely 
Piloted Aircraft System 

As you will be aware, Transpower New Zealand Limited owns and operates the above transmission line 
that crosses your property. This line forms part of the electricity transmission network - the National 
Grid - which transports electricity from where it is generated to towns and cities. 

We, [Service Provider] act on behalf of Transpower in maintaining this line and we thank you for your 
continued co-operation with us in relation to its access. 

As part of the work to ensure this line continues to provide safe and reliable service to the communities 
it serves, we need to undertake a visual inspection of it . This will involve a remotely piloted aircraft 
flying at low altitude so that the conductors (wires) and joints can be inspected. 

Because the work requires crossing the airspace above your property, we want to ensure that you are 
fully aware of this and the process we are undertaking. 

Details of when this work is proposed to take place and what you can expect are outlined below: 

Timing and 
We intend to operate a remotely piloted aircraft over your land, above and duration 
adjacent to the transmission line, from time to time between [OPERATING 
HOURS] during the week beginning [DATE] . The work is weather dependent, 
and we will inform you of any change. 

Contact 
Please contact [First name] on [phone number] or [mobile number] for any 
further information on this work. 

If you have any special requests regarding the timing and effect of this work, please contact us as soon 
as possible and we will try to accommodate your needs into how we do this work. 

Yours sincerely 

[First name] [Last name] 

[Job Title], Service Provider Name 
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Transpower Line of Sight RPAS Mission Plan 

REMINDER: 

• Visual contact must be maintained with the aircraft at all times during fl ight. 
• The aircraft must remain below 121 m(400ft) above ground level at all times. 
• You must have notified a landowner before flying over their property. 

For more information see www.airshare.co.nz 

Job information 

Job description Visual inspection of joints and towers between towers 23 and 25; 

Nearest Address (if GPS coordinates 
applicable) 
Date Weather contingency date 
Time Weather contingency time 

Name Company Email 
Pilot 
Observer 

© 2015 - Transpower New Zealand Limited 

Mobile 
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Stakeholder communications 

Issue 1.11 
Dec 2015 

Communication 
Documents 

Information Letterbox drop doc (10 working days in advance) 
Newspaper notice (if applicable) 
Landowner overflight approval form 
Etc. 

Communication Register 

Stakeholder Contact information Date of Description of communication 
(Address and optionally comm 
phone) 

National Grid Operating Centre 2 days prior Notification of work 
to fliqht 

Transpower Local Field 2 days prior Notification of work 
Services Office to flight 
Local Distribution Network (if 5 days prior Notification of work 
flyinq over distribution lines) 
Road Controlling Authority 20 days Traffic management plans are required for all activities in, or 

prior outside a road reserve which may affect the operating conditions 
of the road. This includes any visual distraction that could be 
caused by RPAS. 

Aerodromes, airports, aero 10 days 
clubs, gliding clubs, etc. (if 
operatinq within 10km) 
Local Paper 01/01/1970 Newspaper Notice 
Sarah Tanner 22 Acacia Ave 01/01/1970 Letterbox drop 

Maiden 
Deville, 3456 
(09) 123 4567 

03/02/1970 Home visit 
Etc. 

Flight Planning 

© 2015 - Transpower New Zealand Limited Page 2 of 7 
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RPAS and Ground Station 
RPAS Make and 
Model 

UAV Data and 
Comms 

Max height Span Tower RTB Height 

Description of 
markings 

If the RPAS uses GPS for navigation or emergency return to base: 
Minimum GPS satellites read. ' 
GPS constellation forecast 

Mission Plan 

© 2015 - Transpower New Zealand Limited 

Task 
N,earby restricted airspace 
identified 
Aill necessary airspace 
clearances obtained (n/a if 
none are required) 
Flight logged on 
airshare.co.nz 

· Communication 

Airspace Comms RX 
Mission/ Work Area Comms 
TX/RX 

M IC 
Max 

Wind (kph) 
Moisture I rain (mm) 

Date 

Frequency(s) 

Forecast Actual 

Issue 1.11 
Dec 2015 
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REMINDER: 

RPAS will be at least 12m 
from assets, and below 
121 m (400ft) at all times. 

Refer to the diagram to the 
right for guidance. 

Copy into the box on the following 
page an image of the mission 
area taken from the Transpower 
Asset map and overlaid with: 
Take-off I landing zone; Pilot and 
sun positions; Flight path with 
waypoints and altitudes; Notable 
obstructions (such as tall hedges 
or buildings) ; Return to Base 
path; and Inspection / hover 
points. 

5 I I 
-0 I Q) 

1 : ~. 
z I 

Mission Profile Location: 

© 2015 - Transpower New Zealand Limited 

33() ft 
100m --

~ 
(.) I 
-0 I ·o ~ 

I Q) > :: OJ 

I 0 
:5 li!-.0 i C: 
-0 "" Q) 

' t= :: 
.Q 

I -0 <{ 0 
> 
OJ 

:5 
.0 

-0 ., 
:: 
.Q 
<{ 

> 150 m 

Not permitted - CAA (Normal Air Traffic Minima) 
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500ft 
152m 

--·-·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·-·-·----

Not Permitted - CAA (M ax BfAS.l 

40~-

• _ ,,... 
Allowed but Avoid r~~R ~---·-, - - ,,,: 1 I If • z 

Transpower : ·."' · ~ ~: , ,, 1 i',,tv, '., I a . ,i',,t.. :I'/, ~- ~ - ' • ' 
(1) ' ] a. 
er I 3 s. ::i" l'!:'II..I'"'~ "iii:r.:IL . ·..:•IL ll'J.'.1.·,•.-,1..: w :.e,:n,.,@i:r,a, ., I (1) -·--r-- -~--~ J < a. r .. 
0 I 1 > 12 m A a: () • ,........, ~ . 
~ 

I ~ 
' :;; ~ ~ I ~ :: (1) I 
~ t O 0.. . I o a. C" 

II ) a. ~ S,. 
~ ~ Dl I ~ ._ I- ~ 
r i a: 

, 0 Q) 

3! @- .!1 -I I . ' I ' :£ t= E {g 
E - o 
:5 ~ .5 ~ 
.0 t:::: "'C ..., 

~ 11 ~ 
:: (1) .Q 
g ~ <( 
<( 0 z 

---
> 12 m 

>25 m ---
>50 m 

Date: I ETD: I I ETA: I 
Daylight hours: 
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Waypoint Transit Altitude 
or above 

hover ground 
m) 

Take-off T 0 

T to1 T 40 

1 H 15 

1 T 40 

1 to 2 T 40 

2 H 15 

2 T 40 

2 to 3 T 40 

3 H 15 

3 to LZ T 15 

LZ T 0 

Total Fl ight Time (TFT) 

Statutory Reserve (TFT x 0.20) 

Mission Requirement (TFT + SR) 

Max loaded RPAS fliaht time 

Site Safety 

Detail of Hazard Identified: Hazard Treatment: 
1 

© 2015 - Transpower New Zealand Limited 
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Estimated 
Leg 

Duration 
(mm:ss) 

00:45 

04:00 

00:20 

01 :00 

04:00 

00:20 

01:00 
--
04:00 

01:30 
--
00:20 
--
17:15 

3:27 

20:42 

25:00 

Activit y 

Pre-flight 
checklist 

Inspect joint 

Climb to 
transit alt 

T ransit to 2 

Etc. 

Page 5 of 7 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

© 2015 - Transpower New Zealand Limited 
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Contingency 

Event 
Loss of signal 

Battery depletes 
Loss of direct visual sight of RPAS 
Etc. 

Emergency Contacts 

Name 
Pilot 
Site Manager 
Transpower Services Delivery Manaqer 
National Grid Operations Centre 
Emerqencv Services 

Additional Docs 

• Airspace Approvals 
• Traffic Management Plan 

© 2015 - Transpower New Zealand Limited 

Result 
RPAS not controllable 

RPAS incapable of continuinq operation 

Phone 

• Other. 

Procedure 

Issue 1.11 
Dec 2015 

RPAS returns to base and lands without harm to 
RPAS or contactinq surround inq objects 
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Attachment C: Pre-flight Checklist 
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Transpower RPAS Pre-flight Checklist 

REMINDER: 

• Visual contact must be maintained with the aircraft at all times during flight. 

• The aircraft must remain below 121m(400ft) above ground level at all times. 

• You must have notified a landowner before flying over their property. 

For more information see www.airshare.co.nz 

Before mission date 

✓ 

1 All landowners within 50m (urban) or 150m (rural) of flight path have been notified 
2 Stakeholder communications recorded in mission plan and Connect 
3 Restricted airspace identified 
4 Necessary airspace clearances acquired 
5 Fliqht loaaed on airshare.co.nz 
6 Mission Plan filed 
7 Batteries charged 
8 Continqency plan evaluated for mission, location, expected conditions 
9 Measurement instruments (anemometer etc.) within calibration 
10 

Area and Environment 

✓ 

1 Wind< 40kph, or RPAS capability (whichever is lower) 
2 Visibility acceptable 
3 Temperature acceptable 
4 Precipitation acceptable 
5 GPS Constellation minima 
6 Hazards identified 
7 Fliqht plan checked for visual obstruction 
8 Structures and cables identified 
9 Alternative / emergency landing zones identified 
10 People / bystanders identified 
11 People / bystander permission gained 
12 First aid kit stocked, accessible, and visible 
13 

© 2015 - Transpower New Zealand Limited Page 1 of 2 
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RPAS 

1 Pilot In Control Camera lens inspected for obstruction 
2 Return to Base behaviour defined 
3 Return to base path checked for obstructions 
4 Props checked for damage 
5 Batteries sufficient for all fliqhts 
6 Batteries charged 
7 Inspection camera settings correct 
8 RPAS clearly marked with Transpower identification and 0800 THE GRID 
9 RPAS strobe light functioning 
10 RPAS navigation lights (Red and Green) functioning and correct 
11 

Ground Control 

1 Correct model selected in Transmitter (if applicable) 
2 Transmitter batteries fully charged 
3 Pilot In Control video displaying (if applicable) 
4 GPS reporting correct position in ground control software 
5 IMU recording correct movement in ground control software 
6 All transmitter controls move freely in all directions 
7 All transmitter trims in neutral position 
8 All transmitter switches in correct position 
9 Transmitter throttle to zero 
10 Ensure LED indicators and audible tones functioning and correct 
11 Flight timer visible 
12 Pre-mission 20 second hover test passed 
13 

© 201 5 - Transpower New Zealand Limited 
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✓ 

✓ 
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Attachment D: Mission Plan Submission and Approval 

s 

T = 1 day 

T = 5 days 

, 

"" 

I T = 10 day s 

or Allow time f 
stakeholder 
communica tion 

I 

I 

I 

Service provider prepares flight 
plan as per Utilising RPAS on 

the Transoower Network 

Submit flight plan to re levant 
SOM 

"" 

~ 

SOM stores flight plan on Hub 
Page 

\.. .J 

I 

'1 
TP Engineer Review and 

Comment 

T 
~I Service Provider 

edits flight plan 
~ 

' y 
-.It 

SOM Stores approved flight plan 
on the hub 

RSM approval provided to 
service provider 

Mission ~ 

© 2015 - Transpower New Zealand Limited 

http://tp-
hub.transpower.co.nz/act 
ivity/gm72/default.aspx 

J; 

Provide to NGOC for 
their information 

Approve? 

Post flight 
documentation to SOM 
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